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Directors and Officers have been filed pursuant to the Claims Process Order, and Coalspur is not 

aware of any such claims.) 

19. Schedule “C” to the proposed form of Sanction Order are builders’ liens registered with 

Alberta Energy against Coalspur’s Crown mineral interests by various pre-filing creditors, whose 

claims underlying those builders’ liens have been settled, compromised, and released by the 

CCAA Plan.  Accordingly, those builders’ liens should be discharged as part of implementation 

of the CCAA Plan.  Similarly, Schedule “D” to the proposed form of Sanction Order are 

registrations in the Alberta Personal Property Registry against Coalspur’s personal property by 

various pre-filing creditors whose claims underlying these registrations have been settled, 

compromised and released by the CCAA Plan.  Accordingly, those registrations should be 

similarly discharged as part of implementation of the CCAA Plan.  Finally, Schedule “E” to the 

proposed form of Sanction Order are builders’ liens registered in the Land Titles Office by a pre-

filing creditor against Coalspur’s surface interests, whose claims underlying those builders’ liens 

have been settled, compromised and released by the CCAA Plan.  Accordingly, those builders’ 

liens should be discharged as part of implementation of the CCAA Plan. 

20. If sanctioned and implemented, the CCAA Plan will permit Coalspur to emerge from 

CCAA protection as a going concern, having preserved its business and the jobs of employees 

and contractors, maintained critical relationships with regulators and other business-critical 

stakeholders, and ensured Coalspur’s long-term viability, while maximizing the value to 

Coalspur’s creditors and achieving a recovery for unsecured creditors in excess of what would be 

achieved in a liquidation scenario. For clarity, the Monitor has concluded that the recoveries 

offered in the Plan are, among other things, expected to be greater for General Unsecured 

Creditors than would likely be received in an alternative liquidation scenario. 
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